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Metadata is the data that holds information about
images. It is stored in the form of separate data
segments, which contain such characteristics as

timestamps, photographer's name, copyright
information, and the file format itself. The latter

includes such data as the type of camera, lens used,
shooting date, image file size, etc. MetaEditor has a
unique feature of being able to edit metadata while
browsing through images in your hard disk, which

makes it particularly convenient and useful. Not only
can you view EXIF information, but you can also
change it, whether you are navigating through

photographs stored in the folder "saved", browsing
through the files on a hard disk, or even through the
webcam images that you have just shot. Of course,

you have to have the corresponding application
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installed on your PC to use this feature. MetaEditor
is a simple application that lets you view and

change EXIF tags. It supports image files of different
formats: JPEG, TIF, TIFF, BMP, GIF, PNG, and so on. It

supports the thumbnails preview in JPEG and TIF
format. MetaEditor downloads and installs the

software in a matter of minutes, so you can start
using it right away. The primary window is user-

friendly. It is a fairly large window in the middle, and
you can open any file from the hard disk, camera or
webcam. You can also add new files to the software
using the file explorer. The application has a set of

buttons and menus that allow you to: 1. Open
selected files or folders; 2. Browse through file and
folder content; 3. View pictures in various sizes; 4.

Remove or change the EXIF tags; 5. View EXIF
information and related data; 6. Change the date

format to any calendar you like; 7. Delete the
metadata of selected images; 8. Edit your personal
information in the "My info" window; 9. Search for

EXIF information in the content of JPEG and TIF
images; 10. Upload files to various photo sharing

services; 11. Export selected images to a list of JPG
files; 12. Download images to your computer; 13.

Synchronize all the settings with the "Sync all date
values" check box; 14. Manually access the Edit tag
window; 15. Manually access the Configuration tag
window. All in all, MetaEditor is a simple application
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-- Fixed a bug of MetaEditor Toolbar won't show all
the buttons.-- Fixed a bug of MetaEditor will not

update the last modified date if MetaEditor was in
minimized status.-- Fixed a bug of MetaEditor will
not update the current directory after removing
photos from a folder.-- Fixed a bug when using

continuous zoom buttons (e.g. 12x zoom)
MetaEditor will not find the last photo after the

zoomed-in photo.-- Fixed a bug of MetaEditor can't
remove selected image's EXIF data.-- Support for
RAW format by FTP. -- Support for RAW format by

SFTP or Windows authentication. -- Removing of the
EXIF tags from all images. -- Remove EXIF tags from
selected images. -- Open two images side by side to

compare the EXIF tags. -- Export images as
PDF/EPS/TIFF/PNG for batch processing. -- Batch

processing. -- Word format files for editing. -- Search
function to find files. -- Options: --> Save to web:

Save JPG, PNG, GIF, JPGX and more... in web based
format. --> Edit EXIF values: you can edit the EXIF

values directly. --> Exif2Jpg: convert the EXIF-
tagged photo into JPG format. --> Exif2Jpe: convert

the EXIF-tagged photo into JPEG-format. --> Exif2Tif:
convert the EXIF-tagged photo into TIFF format. -->
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Exif2Png: convert the EXIF-tagged photo into PNG
format. --> Exif2Wmf: convert the EXIF-tagged

photo into WMF format. --> Exif2Mif: convert the
EXIF-tagged photo into MIF format. --> Exif2Pdf:

convert the EXIF-tagged photo into PDF format. -->
Exif2Eps: convert the EXIF-tagged photo into EPS

format. --> Search option: search files, folders, etc.
and then export them to one of the EXIF formats.

--> RGB/CMYK: you can choose color mode to RGB
or CMYK. --> Search Options: you can open explorer

options. --> Removed all settings when MetEditor
minimized. --> Zip Files: you can export files into.zip
file. -- Recognize JPEG, JPEG-2000, PNG, TIFF, JPGX

3a67dffeec
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MetaEditor is a small utility for editing EXIF data in
digital images. It allows you to view, move, delete,
edit, and add EXIF data to JPG, JPEG, PNG, TIF, TIFF
and BMP file types. It allows you to modify all EXIF
data attributes in one go. MetaEditor runs in the
system tray so it does not distract you during your
regular computing activities. Arc2K2 is a simple
program that turns all of your.arc archives into.k2
archives. With Arc2K2's help you can convert Arc to
K2 using a click of a button. Once that process is
complete the program will then turn all of the.k2
archives into.zip archives for you to easily distribute
the projects you have created. Support: .rar file
format Arc file format Arc2K2 email support Arc2K2
number of users support Other conversions: .zip file
format .rar file format Filesize: 20.76 MB Arc2K2
Screenshot: AllFree DVD Ripper is the best Free DVD
ripper to rip DVD to mpeg 4, AVI, MPG, MOV, MKV,
MP4, MPEG2, MKV, MPG, AVI, MPEG, TS, WMV, FLV
formats (DVD to all media with audio and video) for
both Windows and Mac users. It is the best dvd
ripping software that has totally free. You do not
need to pay a dime for its license and its price is
totally free of charge for everyone. It works well with
XDCAM HD, DV, HDV, AVCHD, AVCHD2, DVCPRO
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HD, ProHD, DVCPRO, DVCPRO50, DV50, DVCPRO24,
DVCPRO23, DVCPRO22, DVCPRO21, DVCPRO20 and
almost all AVCHD discs for example: HandBrake
(PPC) Moonlight (PPC) Totem (GOLD) DivX (PPC,
PPC64, INTEL, ARM, PowerPC, MIPS) HandBrake
(x86, x86_64, PPC, ARM, MIPS) XBMC Media Player
VLC Player It can convert DVD or Blu-ray disc to AVI,
MPEG, M4V, MOV, MPG, FLV, MPG, MP

What's New In?

MetaEditor is a free Windows application that edits
and removes EXIF metadata from photographs. It
has a clean and modern interface and can read and
write numerous image formats and JPG, TIFF, TIFF,
JPEG, JPEG, PNG and BMP. MetaEditor includes
removal of the various Exif fields including: IPTC,
XMP, GPS and Orientation, as well as metadata for:
Title, Author, Copyright, Comments, Rating,
Keywords, Date, Time, Artwork, Copyright,
Resolution, YCbCr, JPEG Quality and Shutter Speed.
MetaEditor can work with batches of images and
supports batch processing for deep editing. There
are many useful features of MetaEditor: Rotate/Flip,
Zoom, Resample, Rotate/Flip, Fuzzy Filters,
Seamless Lighting, Total Edit, Total Edit Dynamic,
Batch Processing, Removing Exif, Editing Exif,
Extracting thumbnails, Uploading to Flickr, Picasa
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and copying items to Explorer, plus many more.
About Me Michael Kaply is an independent software
consultant. He has been selling applications in the
Windows marketplace since the late 1990s. At one
time, he was part of a group of software vendors
producing applications exclusively for the vast
entertainment console market.The last time
Stephen Curry went to the White House, it was for a
Fourth of July party. The next time, he has a chance
to meet President Donald Trump at the most
exclusive club in the world, just blocks from the
president’s own residence. The Golden State
Warriors have a Wednesday morning off, and the
team will be in Washington for a celebrity golf
tournament to benefit the Ronald McDonald House.
And since the Warriors and Cavaliers squared off in
November in the NBA Finals, neither the Warriors
nor the Cavaliers has played in the White House.
When the Warriors play their next regular-season
game, on Oct. 19 against the Cavaliers, they will be
met by a new group of Warriors at the White House.
Trump, of course, will be with them. “I haven’t met
him since then,” Curry said, “and he hasn’t met
me.” Curry has met with Trump multiple times in
private with former Warriors general manager Bob
Myers. They chat about life and the business of
basketball. Curry has a problem with a sideline
cameraman for a story told by the owner of the San
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Francisco Chronicle. Then he meets with the Trump
administration
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System Requirements:

Supported operating systems: Windows
7/8/10/Vista/XP Mac OS X 10.9 and later Android 4.0
and later Support for Oculus Rift DK2, DK1, and CV1
Support for all Oculus Touch controllers (two
controllers required) Display: Requires at least a 30"
1920x1080 display Software: Version 1.0.7 or later
Oculus Runtime Controller(s):Requires at least two
Touch controllers (
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